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Notes on Rose Culture
(Editor’s Note: Visitors to the annual rose show which

was held in the Olympic Hotel in June, 1942, were very

much impressed by the splendid blooms that were ex-

hibited by Mr. Norman W. Brunswig of Chehalis, Wash-
ington. The following notes were taken from Mr. Bruns-

wig’s recent letter to Mr. Gale S. Robinson, past president

of the Seattle Rose Society. Some of the cultural direc-

tions are quite unusual and the success which attended

Mr. Brunswig’s use of them commends them to other

gardeners who are interested in the rose.)

M R. BRUNSWIG’S 1942 season was a highly success-

ful one. He not only won the largest number of prizes

at Seattle, but also took the Sweepstakes awards at both

the spring and fall shows in Portland. Thus it is demon-

strated that his method is meritorious.

The rose plants are spaced at 30-inch intervals. This

spacing is satisfactory for the smaller varieties such as

Lord Lonsdale, Picture, etc., but for the stronger growing

forms it is a bit too close. Limitations in garden area often

force one to do the same thing in order to get all the desired

in. Actually, Mr. Brunswig does spread them out over a

period of several years as new varieties are purchased to

replace the old, so that the final planting distance will be

36 inches or more.

Pruning

The rose plants were pruned high. (Mr. Robinson inter-

jects the remark at this point that “There are two distinct

methods of handling this detail—short pruning and long

pruning. The great majority of rosarians use the short

method so as to force the production of long, heavy branches

which will bear large blooms.”) But Mr. Brunswig prunes

high—in fact the cut is made above the first good eye below

a branch, if it happens to be a branching variety. Of course,

all the twiggy growth is removed, but the idea is to build

up a truly big plant. Branches are thinned out in late

December or January; in fact, everything is done at this

season except pruning back the remaining branches to the

proper height. The final cutting of these remaining branches

is done when the plants show definite evidence of growth

in the early spring, even as early as February. It is not

recommended that the pruning be delayed until March 15,

(the usual practice hereabouts), just to bring the first

blooms in for show time in June.

Fertilizing

In the spring the following feeding schedule was followed:

Two handfuls of Garden King fertilizer per plant at two-

weekly intervals for eight weeks, beginning in early April;

one handful of potassium sulphate per plant (one applica-

tion only) on April 10; one handful of Vigoro per plant in

early June; one handful per plant of manganese sulphate

in April. Unless there is ample rainfall, it is necessary to

wash the fertilizer in with the hose.

This feeding schedule was repeated in late summer and
fall, beginning about August 1, after the plants had been
thinned out and trimmed back moderately.

Peat and bone meal are also used on the soil in abundance.
The former is applied as a mulch each summer, as well as

being incorporated into the soil when the beds are made.
In the fall a small shovelful of bone meal is placed between
each two plants.

Mr. Brunswig’s rose beds are admirably located so far

as drainage is concerned. They are situated on terraces

and have such deep, underground drainage through broken

shale that it is impossible to make them soggy. No under-

ground water can possibly stand around the roots.

Disbudding is done on every branch since the large-

flowered varieties required it, and these are the only kinds

grown by the correspondent. But, since the plants are so

large, you get masses of blooms anyway. To illustrate, Mr.
Brunswig brought to the Seattle show six excellent blooms
of McGredy’s Ivory. Two days later he won the medal
for the best 12 roses in the Portland show, using 12 more
McGredv s ivoiy. rour prams or mis variety yielded the

entire 18 flowers—and they were show blooms at that—over

a two-day period. Thus the system seems to give blooms
of excellent quality and in large quantity as well.

In spite of the excellent results that these practices

brought to Mr. Brunswig, he would be the first to acknowl-

edge that plant culture most often follows no strict, dog-

matic line or formula. As evidence of this, we quote the

following paragraph from his most recent letter:

“The trouble with all of us rose growers is that when
we hear about something a little different we go out and

Grant’s Book Almost Ready
John and Carol Grant’s book, “Trees and Shrubs for

Pacific Northwest Gardens: What to Grow and How to

Grow Them,” is expected off the press some time dur-

ing the coming month and will then be distributed

immediately from the Arboretum office to those who
have placed orders and paid for them.

The prospectus of this book issued by the Dogwood
Press is a thing of beauty and gives one an excellent

idea of the content of the book and in what way it will

be valuable to Northwest gardeners who must, because

of the war, do more and more of the actual work re-

quired to maintain their gardens. The chapter on

maintainance dealing with such subjects as soil, fertili-

zers, watering, pruning and spraying, are of themselves

well worth the price of the book. A prospectus will be

sent to any member of the Arboretum Foundation who
requests it from the office.



start dosing the roses with it—thinking this must be the

long-awaited secret of sweepstakes winners. But as you
know better than I it is a combination of food, water,

drainage, soil condition and pruning and disbudding and
weather. So what I wrote is something that happened to

click this one season. The same treatment next season might

produce dismal results.”

The Care and Culture oj House Plants

By Stanley E. Wadsworth
Instructor in Floriculture and Landscape Gardening,

Department oj Horticulture,

Washington State College

T HE CONDITIONS in the average home are far from

ideal for plant growth. It could be called a “plant

slum.” The air is hot and dry. The soil is packed and hard.

Water comes in deluges for a time, followed by a long

drought. When the plant enters the normal resting stage,

the worried amateur applies fertilizer in an attempt to force

the plant into growth.

Conscientious effort to improve these living conditions

and a few minutes attention regularly each day will result

in finer house plants. More time devoted to plant care on

week ends or whenever convenient will not satisfactorily

replace regular daily attention. Much can be done to favor

better plant growth in the home.

The air in most homes is drier than the air over a desert.

Dry air may be natural for cacti and other desert plants,

but most plants need a moist atmosphere to thrive. A higher

moisture content in the air is beneficial to man and plants.

The humidity may be increased by being certain that the

water tank in the hot air heater is always full. Automatic

regulators assist in this point. Light metal tanks may be

installed behind the radiators of the steam or hot water

heating system. Air conditioned homes have a higher hu-

midity than others unless special arrangements are made
for evaporating water. The old tea kettle constantly boiling

on the wood or coal range in the old-fashioned kitchen was

one way of greatly increasing the moisture in the air. The
old-fashioned kitchen has long been called the plant hos-

pital, partly because the plants were constantly under the

eye of the housewife, but more probably because of the

higher relative humidity of the air in the kitchen due to

the tea kettle and the cooking of boiled vegetables and

baked goods. Plants may be syringed with water early

on sunny mornings by placing them in the shower or by
using an atomizer. All drops of water should have evap-

orated before the house cools in the evening.

Teniperature
Temperatures in most homes fluctuate widely, often from

70 to 80 during the day to 35 or 40 at night. Plants grow
best when kept at nearly a uniform temperature, day and
night. In greenhouses, where nearly ideal conditions are

maintained, the day temperature is generally only 10 to 15

degrees higher than the night temperature. Pot plants are

generally divided into two groups for greenhouse culture.

The “cool house” group is grown at 50 degrees night tem-

perature. The cineraria, calcealaria, cyclamen and azalea

are in this group. The warm house group is grown at 60 to

65 degrees night temperature. The begonia, poinsettia and
African violet belong in this group. Neither group is suited

to a high day temperature and low night temperature. Thc-

more rugged plants must be chosen if they are to experience

widely fluctuating temperatures. A larger number of plants

will succeed in homes that have thernostaticallv controlled

heat.

Where plants must stand in window sills above steam or

hot water radiators, deflectors should be used to carry the

intense heat away from the sill. Metal or plywood covered

with asbestos serves well in this capacity.

Sections of corrugated cardboard cut to fit the plant

windows will protect the plants from frost on cool nights

and make it unnecessary to move the plants each cold night.

Light

Abundant sunlight is necessary for most plants to carry

on the process of food manufacture. Some food may be

manufactured under artificial light. Electric lights will

supply the energy for food manufacture in plant leaves, but

sunlight is more efficient and far less expensive. If electric

lights are used for reading and sewing at night, plants that

have not received their full need of sunlight due to cloudy

days, might well be moved into the brighter part of the light

cast by the reading lamp and allowed to catch up on food

manufacture. A few plants do well under reduced light.

The African violet (Saintpaulia ionantha) is an example.

This plant needs light but it must be diffused light so it is

well to locate it just beyond the reach of direct sun’s rays.

Cacti, succulents and other plants that may be in the rest-

ing stage during the winter, may be grown under the reduced

light conditions of a southwest or northern window. Most
plants need full sun during the fall and winter. A series of

glass shelves hung in the southern and southeast windows
will give the maximum of sunlight to plants. Large uncur-

tained windows that allow the sunlight to flood in are fine

for house plants and often allow the construction of a gen-

erous basal shelf that will hold a large number of carefully

chosen plants. During the spring months, the intense sun’s

heat may cause the southern windows to be too hot for good
plant growth. A Venetian blind may be installed to control

the exposure to sunlight or plants may be moved to the

southwest windows.

(To Be Continued in February Issue)
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Notes Front the Vegetable Demonstration

Garden
By Dr. John H. Hanley

(Continued from December Issue)

8. Beets. Beets are a thoroughly satisfying crop. They
grow easily and rapidly and are not disturbed to any ma-
terial extent by insects and diseases. Detroit Dark Red
and Crosby’s Early Egyptian are both good varieties. Sev-

eral plantings can be made ending with the date of July 15.

For faster growth and bigger beets one can rely upon trans-

planting.

Fertilize along the rows.

9. Carrots. Carrots are most difficult to bring to matur-
ity in good condition. They are attacked by larvae of the

carrot rust fly and a whole crop can very easily be ruined.

If cheese-cloth screening is used to keep the flies out it is

wise to support it by means of stakes along the sides, rather

than boards. Boards along the sides exclude too much light

and the plants tend to be “drawn” up too much.
Fertilize the carrot area heavily and, if one has any

choice, a light soil should be selected. Give the plants lots

of water. The reason behind these last three suggestions is

that the carrot plant must grow as fast as possible so that it

reaches maturity before the rust flies attack it too severely.

10. Radishes. Handle as for carrots above. Use White
Icicle or Sparkler varieties for summer.

11. Chard. Plant seeds in the open ground in May. Thin
out and use the thinnings to extend the planting. Keep old

leaves picked off. Make a late planting August 1 for winter.



12. Kale. This is a crop which will find its best use in

late fall and early winter after the first frosts have come.
It grows easily and abundantly in western Washington and
a single 20-foot row would suffice for a family of five peo-
ple. Because it is not usually wanted till late in the year,

the seeds may be sown as late as mid-June or even the first

of July to supply tender succulent leaves for the latter part

of the year.

13. Broccoli. Broccoli is one of the most satisfying vege-

table crops that can be grown. We used the Italian Green
Sprouting variety and found that the young heads made a

delightfully tender and tasty dish. Seeds were sown directly

in the ground in May and the plants began producing in late

June, continuing into October. For a family of five it

would be well to reserve space enough to permit the growing

of two 20-foot rows. Plant the seeds in one of the rows in

April or May and then thin out and use the thinnings for

transplanting into the second row. In July, a planting should

be made of St. Valentine’s Broccoli. The young plants,

after they have started to develop sturdily, can then be

transplanted and the crop will be harvested in late winter

or very early spring of the following year. We experienced

no trouble with the cabbage root maggot on either kale or

broccoli. For the latter crop, however, one must be ex-

tremely careful to keep the plants clean of any infestation

of black aphids. A good nicotine sulphate spray or a dust

containing both rotenone and pyrethrum will be very satis-

factory. It is discouraging to harvest heads of broccoli

which are infested with aphids.

14. Cauliflower. As a result of our experience we are

certain that it is best to start cauliflower plants very early

in the year, in March. If it is possible, we feel that one

should raise one’s own plants from seed. Of course, this

cannot usually be done without the aid of a small greenhouse

or hotbed, but if either is available, a much better crop will

result from seeds which have been sown by the individual

gardener. Cauliflower plants should be placed in the ground

at frequent intervals, for the reason that it is impossible

to use the heads if all of them mature at one time. If we
have an early spring in 1943 we can, for example, make the

first planting about March 1, a second on April 1, a third

on May 1, and perhaps a fourth on the first of June. This

will spread the crop over a much longer time and the family

will be able to use it much more efficiently.

15. Spinach. Spinach can be a very unsatisfactory crop

if the seeds are not planted at the right time. They should

be planted very early in the season so that they can develop

large, leafy crowns before the days become too long in early

summer. Seeds planted even as late as June will run up to

seed almost immediately under the stimulus of long summer
days. Seeds for a second crop should not be placed in the

ground until about September 1, after the days become

markedly shorter again. The black aphid is the most serious

pest and it can be eliminated as suggested under broccoli

above.

16. Peas. Peas are a very worthwhile crop in western

Washington and they should be planted in quantity if the

family has any means by which they can be canned or

otherwise stored for the winter. They have one very dis-

tinct disadvantage in that they require a lot of individual

attention in training up the vines. The first plantings can

go into the ground in November or December for a very

early crop. The second planting should be made just as

soon as the soil becomes workable in the spring. Choose

varieties for the second planting which will mature at differ-

ent times, so as to give a succession of fruits. The plants

may require frequent spraying to control black aphid, and

spraying or dusting with pyrethrum should be done as soon

as the flowers begin to open and continued at five-day inter-

vals until the blooming season is past. This last operation

is necessary if infestations of pea weevils are to be avoided.

It has been suggested that a late crop of peas can be grown
by planting the seeds on or about August 1. Use early

maturing varieties for this late planting and be sure to pro-

vide the coolest, most moist conditions possible so that the

young plants will develop normally. If your garden is lo-

cated in a hot, dry situation, it would not be advisable

to try the third planting.

17. Rutabagas and Turnips. These plants are both mem-
bers of the radish family and both are therefore likely to

be attacked by the root maggot. Turnips in particular are

subject to its devastating attack, rutabagas less so. The
latter can therefore be grown in open rows, but turnips

need the protection of a cheese cloth frame over them. In

preparing any cheese cloth frame to cover turnips or radishes

or carrots, the thoughts expressed above under carrot culture

should be borne in mind. Turnips seem to get lanky and
to draw up rapidly if light is reduced much; hence it is

the more desirable course to avoid a frame which employs

boards or planks for siding. Drive stakes in along the row
and drape the cheese cloth over the top of the plants.

18. Beans. Beans are among the most satisfactory of all

the vegetables which were grown in our demonstration gar-

den. Any of the stringless green pod varieties are good for

the early crop. Seeds can be placed in the ground not later

than May 1, and by making successive plantings of a few

rows every two weeks, it is possible to have fresh fruits on
the plants all summer long. From our experience, the last

planting should be made about the end of the first week in

August. Our September 1 planting failed to mature. How-
ever, it is possible that in those gardens which are located

in warm, hilltop areas, one might be able to get mature
fruits from a September 1 planting. The Kentucky Wonder-

bean is highly desirable for a pole variety. The variety

Oregon Lima also grows well and produced abundantly.

The last named type is particularly good if a family has use

for dried lima beans during the winter. On beans as well

as on potatoes, the flea beetle is apt to be a very serious

pest. A pyrethrum dust or a calcium arsenate dust placed

on the plants just as they break through the soil will nullify

any potential damage which they may do.

i i i

A Note From England

T HE following note was taken from a letter received by
Mr. Perry B. Truax from Mr. D. Bamford of Middle-

ton, England. Mr. Bamford is one of the world’s best

growers of the favorite Auricula.

“The Lewisia Tweedvi you sent along have done remark-

ably well. They flower profusely and are a joy each spring.

It is certainly the finest of all Lewisias. Well, we are still

in the thick of the struggle and many towns have had a few

nasty bumps. Manchester got a few, but my district escaped

damage to either property or limb. The only damage I

suffered was from shrapnel splinters smashing through the

greenhouse windows, but that was soon put right.

“It will be a relief indeed when this struggle is over and

I look forward now far more cheerfully, with the combined

forces of your country and mine united together in a com-

mon cause. Many of the days that are past have been dark

and uncertain, but now we can look forward with confidence

to a future where peace and happiness will always prevail

and where we can enjoy the things we love in comfort and
security. In such a future I hope that you and I will meet

again.”
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